
インタナショナル･ナパサ(２０２３年１０月３日) 

 

1) Today's first news is about a theft incident that occurred in Hiratsuka city 

in August 2023. Totally 39 cases of bicycle thefts occurred in Hiratsuka City. 

They occurred in almost every town in Hiratsuka City. In particular, 3 cases 

occurred in Tatsuno Cho. There were also 2 cases each in Mitsuke Cho、

Nishiki Cho, Yaezaki Cho、Tamura. There have been cases of bicycles being 

stolen while parked on the premises of residences. Also, there are cases that 

bike-keys were stolen. When you park your bicycle, we recommend that you 

use a wire-type lock that is sold at home centers, etc. 11 cases of motorcycle 

thefts occurred in Hiratsuka City in August. Especially 4 cases were in 

Shinomiya. When you park your motorcycle, we recommend that you use an 

anti-theft lock in addition to the normal lock. Also, things in cars were stolen 

in Ohara and Okazaki. So don’t leave important things in cars. 

 

2) Next is the information on the Aozora Ichiba “Sun Sun Marche” which 

means Blue Sky Market. 

It will be held at Shona Kaigan Beach Park in Takahamadai, Hiratsuka City 

from 10:00 am to 2:00pm on Sunday, October 8th, 2023. Many kinds of 

handmade accessories and various tasty food at kitchen trucks are available. 

Free Parking. For further information, please call at 0463-31-7211. 

 

3) The next is a notice about support for obtaining a "My Number Card" 

In Hiratsuka City, procedures can be completed at the following community 

centers to support the acquisition of "My Number". 

1． October 11th at Kanda Community Center 

2． October 18th at Okazaki Community Center 

Hours are from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Please bring the "Application Form" sent by 

the government or driver's license. 

For inquiries regarding this matter, please contact the My Number 

Promotion Division at 0463-20-9123. On the first floor of the city hall, you 

can complete procedures every day. 

 

4) The next is the health checkups before entering elementary school. 

In Hiratsuka City, we will conduct a health checkup for children entering 

elementary school in April 2024. 



Families with children entering the school will receive a notification between 

late September and early October. If you do not receive the notification, 

please contact the Education Division of Hiratsuka City at 0463-35-8118. 


